
Minutes of Meeting 
  _________ 

 
NKU Rally-obedience Committee 

Sunday 11th December 2019 18:00- 20:00 
 

Participants: Beatrice Palm (Sweden), Iiris Harju (Finland), Solveig Therese 
Zetterstrøm (Norway) and Paul Lysholdt (Denmark)  

Absentees: None 

Minutes: Solveig Zetterstrøm 

 
 
1. Status on next championship. I was informed by Jens this morning, 

that nothing has been decided yet. Have any of you any updates? 
The Evaluation report from the Nordic Championship 2019 is now send to 
the NKU board. We hope that the NKU board can follow it up as fast as 
possible since we really need a decision on when and where the next 
Championship will take place.  
 

 

2 Updated version of the regulations. Discuss and agree. 
We finished the document during the meeting.  
Iiris will add the deduction types in the end of the document.  

We discussed awarding the winner of the Nordic championship a title and 
decided to discuss this with our national kennel clubs and add it to the 
regulations.  

Iiris 
 
 
 
All 

3 Exercises. 
We all agree on that we add the signs we have decided to add in the FCI 
signs, and also add some more signs from Denmark. Also we skip the same 
signs that we have removed from the FCI signs.  

We need to rearrange the signs, design the new signs and also suggest what 
level the signs should be in. Solveig will make a proposal that she will put 
in the Facebook-group for the Committee.  
 
Beatrice will write the descriptions, and send it to Solveig. 

 
 
 
 
 
Solveig 
 
 
 
Beatrice 

4 Information about preparations for championship 2020 in each 
country. 
- Denmark, the same as last year, but add two competitions. They also open 
for other countries to participate. 
- Finland: the teams need to have five result from three different judges. 
Based on the points from the five results 30 teams will be able to compete 
in an official competition in may + an unofficial competition. The top six 
results combined will be the national team.  
-Sweden; the 6 best results of the year + the winner of the Sweden National 
Championship. But this is not decided yet.  
- Norway; a troup with 15 teams. Out of that troup; the best in the National 
Championship + the four with the most rankingpoints.  

 



5 Discussions and decisions on Facebook vs. mail and how to include in 
the discussions/correspondence. 
- We continue with Facebook, and if we use email, we inform on Facebook.  

 

6 How to work with judging matters in the committee, if a member is not 
a judge. In Denmark 3 of 5 in our rally committee are not judges, so if 
one of the non-judges should represent DKK, we need to agree how to 
get judges decisions confirmed. 
- That will not be a discussion, because we just want judges in the NKU 
Committee. 

 

7 AOB.  
- Paul will write a specification for the organisastion for the Nordic Rally 
Obedience Championships. We use the FCI agility as a base.  
-Guidelines, deductions. Discussion before and after what we want to 
change. Wee need to agree on a face to face meeting so we can talk about 
this. February 19th at the SKK. Beatrice check if its possible to rent a room 
that day at SKK.  
- We also decided to have a NKU Committee meeting September 19th in 
Norway. Solveig need to find a location, and also write an invitation.  

 
Paul 
 
 
Beatrice 
 
 
Solveig 

 


